New Height and Weight Intervention

There is a new Admission Height and Weight intervention available. Please see 3 screen shots below. This intervention has been added to the Admission SOC. If the admission weight and vital signs are obtained from the Welch Allyn vital sign machine and sent to Meditech, here is a way to complete the assessments. You can now document “NOT DONE” and choose “Obtained via WA VS Monitor”. This should help you clear the clock on the worklist.
**Interventions**
- Admission, Height & Weight NOW

**Assessments**
- Admission Height & Weight
  - Height
  - Weight Documented In
  - Current Weight

---

**Actual or Stated**
- Actual
- Stated

**Weight in Pounds**

**Type of Scale Used to Obtain Weight**

**BMI**

---

**Warning**

You MUST enter an L after the weight when documenting in pounds

---